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ABSTRACT

It is clear by now that modern processing hardware gets increasingly heterogeneous, which forces data processing algorithms to care about the underlying hardware. However, current approaches for implementing data intensive operators (e.g., in database systems) either cause enormous programming effort for tuning one algorithm to several processors (the hardware-sensitive way), or do not fully exploit possible performance possibilities because of an abstract operator description (the hardware-oblivious way). In this thesis, we propose an algorithm optimizer, which automatically tunes a hardware-oblivious operator description to the underlying hardware. This way, the DBMS can rewrite its operator code until it runs optimally on the given hardware.
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1. INTRODUCTION

After decades of frequency scaling, single processors reach the end of performance improvements due to the power- and memory wall. A key to solve this problem is specialization and task distribution, which means that current systems get equipped with more and more specialized processors (e.g., FPGA, GPU, Intel Xeon Phi) which are optimized for a given task. While specialization yields performance opportunities for specific tasks, it also leads to an increased heterogeneity of processors in a system. This evolution in the hardware landscape forces database vendors and researchers to also specialize their algorithms for available processors [16].

For tuning a given algorithm to a processor, programmers mainly employ code optimizations. A code optimization transforms the code in order to improve its performance without changing its result. Prominent examples of code optimizations are loop fission, loop unrolling, predication (i.e., avoid branches in code), vectorization (i.e., using Single Instruction Multiple Data capabilities; SIMD), and parallelization [8, 25]. With the abstraction of code optimizations, we tune our algorithms to the used processor by choosing the right set of code optimizations. However, this is a non-trivial task, because the benefit of each code optimizations is not only depending on the processing capabilities of the processor, but also on the workload characteristics (e.g., selectivity or data size). To emphasize this statement, we show the response time of a normal database selection using an if-statement for evaluating the predicate and a predicated database selection without any branching behavior in Figure 1.

For very low and high selectivity factors, the branching version performs best while at medium selectivity factors, the predicated version performs best. The exact points where both lines cross depend on the used machine. Consequently, although code optimizations aim to improve the performance, they could also harm performance if either the hardware does not sufficiently support it, or the workload is unfavorable for this code optimization.

Investigating single code optimizations will make it easy to assess their benefit – especially for database management systems with their knowledge of stored data (e.g., selectivity estimation). However, it is difficult to assess the benefit of a combination of code optimizations, as we have shown in a former study [8]. As a consequence, we need a way...
to find the set of code optimizations that, applied to given code, produces the optimal code for the given machine and workload.

For solving the issue of finding the optimal operator for a given workload and machine, we propose a database management system that is exploring the code optimization space during query execution and automatically rewrites its own operator code. With this, we create a database management system that tunes its own database operators until the set of operators is optimal for the use case of the database system (i.e., workload and hardware).

In this paper, we first reflect current techniques to handle programming for heterogeneous hardware and present related work in Section 2. Then, we present the idea of an adaptive reprogramming approach in Section 3. In Section 4, we present the resulting research plan and present a small summary in Section 5.

2. HETEROGENEOUS PROGRAMMING

To program for heterogeneous hardware, there are mainly two paradigms: the hardware-sensitive paradigm, in which the algorithms are tuned to one specific processor; or the hardware-oblivious paradigm, which means that the algorithms are abstractly defined and efficiently executed using a processor-dependent driver [16]. We depict a sketch of these two paradigms in Figure 2.

2.1 Hardware-Sensitive Programming

The main idea behind hardware-sensitive programming is that the programmer knows the system that the algorithm is written for in detail. So in a database, programmers would write a set of operators per processor and tailor the code to the underlying hardware by fully exploiting hardware’s properties.

With this approach, programmers are able to reach the best performance, because they know what hardware to program for [16]. However, this approach does not scale to a high amount of different processors. The reason is that with each new processor, another set of operators has to be implemented, although they may only differ slightly. Thus, the development and maintenance effort is too high in this approach, especially if we have in mind the increasing heterogeneity of future processors.

2.2 Hardware-Oblivious Programming

In contrast to hardware-sensitive programming, hardware-oblivious programming includes an additional abstraction layer: a parallel programming library. With this, database operations are implemented without explicit knowledge of the hardware based on the parallel programming library (e.g., OpenCL), which then compiles a binary for each processor [16]. This binary is executed using a specialized driver.
for each processor which should exploit special hardware capabilities of the (co-)processor.

The advantage of hardware-oblivious programming is, that code for each operator is written only once and hardware-related properties are included by the driver. With this, development and maintenance overhead is reduced to a minimum. However, the compiler and driver optimize algorithms for the average use case and cannot take the workload into account. Furthermore, an efficient execution and exploitation of hardware capabilities always relies on a good implementation of the driver. Thus, it is not guaranteed that the hardware-oblivious approach always provides the best performance. Additionally, the driver is mainly designed to optimize for the general use case. With this, we are not able to fully exploit the domain knowledge that we have in database systems about the workload.

Related Work

Related work of hardware-oblivious programming mainly focuses on implementing a whole system with the new paradigm. For instance, Ocelot, the hardware-oblivious extension of MonetDB by Heimel et al. [16], maps an operator of MonetDB to a single implementation in OpenCL and reaches comparable performance on CPUs and even better performance on GPUs. Also, Zhang et al. [29] propose a DMBS for heterogeneous processors using OpenCL, called OmniDB. For this system, they propose a kernel-adapter based approach to be able to efficiently support different processors.

3. ADAPTIVE REPROGRAMMING

If we summarize the advantages of the above-mentioned paradigms, we reach the best performance using a hardware-sensitive approach, while having the best development and maintenance effort following a hardware-oblivious approach. Hence, the ideal solution would be a combination of both paradigms to maximize performance while minimizing programming effort. As a consequence, we propose adaptive reprogramming that is able to create several hardware-sensitive operators out of one abstract operator description. The overall structure of our approach is visualized in Figure 3.

3.1 Variant Generation

In our approach, we propose to use a domain-specific language (DSL) to define an operator [7]. With this, we add an abstraction level to the operator implementation, which helps us to flexibly adapt the resulting operator code. Given the generic operator description, we are able to apply different sets of code optimizations to produce different variants. For example, we could decide to vectorize the tight loop in a selection and then unroll the vectorized code.

The resulting variants are specific to one processor and have variations in code depending on different possible workloads. These variants are grouped per available processor type in a dedicated variant pool. On execution, the variant selector chooses the optimal variant for the selected processor and workload.

3.2 Variant Selector & Feedback Loop

Since it is not an easy task to estimate how a given algorithm performs on the given hardware—especially for parallel algorithms [2]—we argue to use a learning-based algorithm instead of a static cost model. The selector learns the execution behavior of variants under given hardware properties and workload characteristics. In order to learn the execution behavior, we need a feedback loop, which informs the selector about the runtime of the chosen variant to refine the selector’s learned cost model. Also, the feedback loop has to inform the variant generator about the performance impact of used code optimizations in order to generate more efficient code. This procedure resembles the idea of adaptive query processing [11], where the query plan is refined during run-time to achieve optimized performance.

3.3 Variant Management

In literature, there are numerous code optimizations proposed [8, 10, 25] that improve the code for different use cases. Hence, if we assume $n$ independent code optimizations, we can create $2^n$ variants. Consequently, the number of possible variants increases exponentially with an increasing number of code optimizations. This causes the variant pool as well as the learned cost model of the selector to grow dramatically. As a consequence, we argue to limit the variant pool and to keep only promising variants in the pool. However, if the workload of the database system changes, better variants could be generated and included in the variant pool, while others are evicted.

4. RESEARCH PLAN

Aising from the proposed adaptive reprogramming approach for heterogeneous hardware, there are several areas that need to be investigated. Here, especially the influence of code optimizations, the design of the domain-specific language as well as the explorative approach for finding a promising set of new code optimizations play an important role. At the end, our approach helps also to further understand algorithm performance on modern processors.

4.1 Code Optimizations

At first, we investigate different code optimizations for different devices to show their benefits. In earlier work, we
have shown that for a simple scan on different CPUs, we can get large performance differences between the variants [8]. Furthermore, we expect much higher impacts for more complex operators such as joins and also for other processors such as GPUs or the Intel Xeon Phi.

For implementing our adaptive reprogramming approach, we choose CoGaDB, a column-oriented, GPU-accelerated DBMS [5], because it executes database operations on different (co-)processors. Furthermore, it already comes with a learning-based cost-estimator called HyPE [6], which allows us to learn the execution behavior of our variants.

### 4.2 DSL Design

We propose to use a domain-specific language for being able to automatically apply code optimizations to the resulting code. This DSL can vary in its abstraction level, i.e., from being very close to the C/C++ language to being rather functional. On the one hand, a low-level abstraction could make it possible to use specific compilers that may already have the ability to apply several code optimizations (e.g., the Polly LLVM compiler [12] allowing automatic loop parallelization and SIMD-ization).

On the other hand, an abstract definition allows for more coarse-granular refinement of the code. This approach has been shown in LegoBase, which uses a Scala DSL [20]. However, their approach so far shows how to optimize, e.g., the storage layout or the inter-operator execution, but leaves tuning to the processor open for future work. Furthermore, there is the Delite framework [9] which allows to build an own DSL and also provides several DSLs for programming for heterogeneous processors. Thus, these two approaches could be a good starting point to create several variants out of one abstract operator description by applying different code optimizations.

In order to argue the usefulness of the used DSL, we consider the flexibility of the DSL w.r.t. how many code optimizations are applicable. Thus, our goal is to design a DSL that is as flexible as possible, so that many code optimizations can be applied.

### 4.3 Exploration of Variant Space

An important aspect of the variant management is the creation of promising variants using a different set of code optimizations as before. A simple approach to create new variants is to generate one variant per code optimization and then combine the code optimizations of promising variants. However, with this approach, we resemble a greedy approach, which will probably find only a local optimum. A more mature approach is to use a heuristic approach such as simulated annealing or a genetic algorithm. For instance using a genetic algorithm, we represent the set of code optimizations as a feature vector. Those feature vectors are mutated and crossed to create new sets of code optimizations which generate new variants.

### 4.4 Understanding Variant Performance

At the end, our approach automatically generates several variants with different code optimizations enabled and keeps only promising variants active. Thus, the variants that are often used for a specific workload should be the optimal ones for the machine and workload. Hence, from the usage characteristic of the variants, we can conclude the suitability of specific code optimizations for the given machine and workload. Consequently, we expect that this thesis can further improve the understandability of algorithms on modern hardware.

## 5. SUMMARY

Driven by the increasing heterogeneity in the hardware landscape, in this thesis, we aim at an improved programming approach for implementing hardware-sensitive database operations for such heterogeneous hardware. For this, we analyze current programming approaches for heterogeneous hardware and envision to combine the advantages of both approaches into a new one. In our adaptive reprogramming approach for heterogeneous hardware, database operators are defined in a domain-specific language and, then, different variants for different (co-)processors are generated by applying a different set code optimizations. When a query is executed, a selector is choosing the right device and variant to be executed to suit the current workload and machine. With this approach, we reach peak performance for the given use case while minimizing development costs for the implemented operators. For implementing our proposal, we present research questions that have to be answered and present our research plan for this proposed thesis.
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